PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD PARISH

JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB
ROUND 4

09 - 05 - 2021

ROUND 4
HAPPY MOTHERS DAY

Sue Wallace, ran the boundary umpire
role. What a legend!!

We wish to thank Warran Glen
Cafe and Nursey who were the
round sponsor for their donation
of vouchers for each team.

www.sharksjfc.org.au

Milestone Banners

Option 1: Pre-Made Banners by ‘Phelan Like a Banner’
Phelan Like a Banner is a local banner making business
in Wonga Park that makes custom banners for football
games. There is no better feeling than running through
a banner, and no worse a feeling than sitting around
all week sticking one together, so they will do that
bit for you for as little at $120 a banner, or $150 for a
double-name banner.

A milestone banner is a run through banner that players use to celebrate when they
reach 50, 100 or 150 Sharks games played.
Your team manager will be able to let you know when you are reaching milestone
game tally
There are two steps to organising the banner:

1. Book the Sharks banner which will frame your child’s
crepe paper insert.
2. Order or make your own crepe paper insert with your
child’s detail on it.
PLEASE REFER TO THE CLUB WEBSITE FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION. THE BELOW IS
ONLY A BRIEF OVERVIEW

Step 1: Book the Sharks Banner
The Club has 2 banners for use by Sharks families to celebrate the milestone games 50
Games and 100 Games (some reach 150 Games)
The outside of the banner is what you book using the online booking form on the
website: Sharks Junior Football Club » Run-Through Banner (sharksjfc.org.au)
This form goes to Peter Hume who manages
our banner bookings and will liaise with you
regarding collection and return
The inside section of the banner is designed
to be filled with crepe paper and used as a
run through for the players (see Step 2)

Option 2: Pre-Made
banner by Milestone
Banners
Milestone Banners is a company that
will make the insert of your banner &
deliver it to your door. They need 1-2
weeks notice & prices start from $150

Option 3: DIY Banners
If you decide to make your own please refer to our website for instructions and
templates

Step 2: Ordering or Making the Banner insert
The banner insert is a crepe paper section which attaches to the banner and is
designed for the players to run through. You can order the crepe paper banner insert
or you can make your own.

Good for Footy Raffle

SUPPORT YOUR CLUB
& BUY A TICKET OR TWO

1ST

PRIZE

VALUED AT*

$45,373
Toyota RAV4
AWD GX Hybrid
2.5L Auto CVT

2ND

PRIZE

VALUED AT*

$36,640

Toyota Camry
FWD Hybrid Ascent
2.5L Auto CVT

3RD

PRIZE

VALUED AT*

$33,198

Toyota Yaris Cross
2WD GX Hybrid
1.5L Auto CVT

Buy a $5 raffle ticket. Three cars to be won.
100% of proceeds go directly to the club.

Toyota Good for Footy Raffle is up and running.
This year the raffle has gone digital, which means
no more paper tickets and all sales happen online.
All transactions take place within a personalised
club portal and you receive tickets directly
via email.
What hasn’t changed is that our club still gets to keep
100% of the proceeds of every ticket sold.
That’s money spent back on the kids on things
like new training equipment for next year, training
courses and guest speakers,
maybe more vouchers to use as awards.
Here’s how to buy a ticket:
click on the below link

^All values for listed prizes are inclusive of GST. Name of Benefiting Organisation: Australian Football League (ABN 97 489 912 318) (“AFL”). ACT Permit: ACT R 20/00244; NSW Permit: GOCAU/2364; QLD Permit: 206596; SA Permit: M13963; TAS Permit: 77954; VIC Permit: 10473/20. Number of tickets to be printed: 181,112. Promoter: AFL (ABN
97 489 912 318) (Ph: (03) 9643 1976). Nominee: Paul Birman of AFL House, 140 Harbour Esplanade, Docklands, Victoria, 3008. Raffle Opening Date: 12pm on 08/03/2021 AEST. Raffle Closing Date: 12pm on 06/09/2021 AEST. For full terms and conditions please go to toyota.com.au/aflraffle. Draw details: Computerised Draw at 12pm AEST
on 10/09/2021 at Good2Give, 12 Holtermann St, Crows Nest, NSW 2065. Winners will be drawn at random via a Computerised Draw. Winners will be contacted via telephone and in writing within 2 business days of being drawn. A complete list of winners will be published in The Australian newspaper and on toyota.com.au/aflraffle on 15th
September 2021. To be eligible to enter, entrants must be 18 years of age or over at the commencement of the Raffle and residents of Australian Capital Territory, New South Wales, Northern Territory, Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania or Victoria. Directors, management, employees, contractors or immediate family members of the
Promoter or Toyota Motor Corporation Australia Limited (ABN 64 009 686 097), or any of their related entities or agents involved in the Raffle are not eligible to enter. *Recommended driveaway price includes 12 months registration, 12 months compulsory third party insurance, dealer delivery, metallic paint (if applicable) and stamp duty. 1st,
2nd and 3rd prize year of make is 2021. Vehicles pictured in promotional material are not necessarily the same colour as the prize vehicles. Please see toyota.com.au/aflraffle for full prize details.

https://toyotagoodforfooty.raffletix.com.au/parkorchardsjfc

Mothers Day Round

Train to be a junior
AFL Umpire
Are you minimum 14 years old and
looking to earn some extra money?
Why not give umpiring junior AFL
a go. You’ll receive training
every week, no night shifts
and keep fit!!
The YJFL are always looking for new
enthusiastic umpires to start their
umpiring career within the states
biggest junior football league!
You will be able to attend weekly
training sessions within Sharks territory
at Colman Park in Warrandyte South by
the highly experienced Jackson Emery
Colman Park Tuesdays 6-7pm.

Contact Nina on 0409564724 or
merchandise@sharksjfc.org.au
if you are interested in
being a junior AFL umpire

Shark Attack

Round 4 Wrap UP
PRESIDENTS LETTER

Ritchie Appleby – President of the Sharks

Social Media

Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish
Junior Football Club

From time to time we have had a few problems with comments made by players and
parents on social media. Please may I ask all Sharks members to focus on positive
comments via this platform? On our website under ‘Club Policies’ you will find policy
regarding ‘Social Media’, ‘Bullying’ etc.

Phone: 0408 367 444
GO SHARKS!!

Anyone suspected of engaging in unacceptable use of these outlets can and will be
dealt with by the Club and the YJFL. Our committee encourages everyone to enjoy
the junior sport that their children are involved in.

Hi All Sharks
What a fantastic family atmosphere that prevailed across all the Sharks teams this
weekend. It was pleasing to see so many Mums out and about on Sunday with their
various charges. Thank you to all the Team Managers who assured Mum received a
gift from their children after their games. Well done one and all. The support for Breast
Cancer was at many different venues this year. Again, we appreciate all those who
gave on the day and a heartfelt thanks to our volunteers for organising events at our
end. It really goes to show our community is a tightknit group of families. I’m humbled
by your coordination, generosity and involvement.
Keep up the good work!
The YJFL Grading for 2021 has now reached its conclusion. We will know the positioning
of teams that have made a request to change divisions within the next 24 hours.
Once this knowledge is at hand we shall inform all team managers to pass on to their
respective teams.
Congratulations to the teams who have performed well during this process. Also,
congratulations to the teams who have tried hard but have been outclassed due to
being in the wrong division. Your commitment to complete each week and play for
your teammates is exemplary. Your coaches have tried their best and look forward to
a more balanced season ahead.

Queen’s Birthday
Please note that Sunday 13th June we have no games scheduled for the weekend.
PARENTS please enjoy a sleep in. SHARKS PLAYERS what a great opportunity to help out
around the home. Remember Mum and/or Dad transport you to training and matches
each week, remind you if you’ve got everything and have jumpers and shorts clean to
wear. So, as a thank you all players could maybe just do a bit more to help out – from
washing dishes, to vacuuming, to cleaning up their room – oh the list goes on!! The
following weekend (20th) all is as per normal. This Round we celebrate “The Big Freeze”
for MND.
Summary
Looking forward to Round 5 for our juniors. If at any stage you have any queries then
please don’t hesitate to contact myself. Go Sharks!!!
RITCHIE APPLEBY
President - Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish JFC
0408 367 444

The YJFL follow their policies and agendas during this period and it’s always difficult
when there are blowouts in scores. Ah by golly I’m glad grading is now complete and
we look forward to a more competitive season ahead.
Sometimes football reflects life in teaching us various lessons and how we, as a
collective, deal with them even if not fully understanding why? Loyalty to team mates,
allowing ‘process’ to playout, discipline, being able to communicate clearly and
trusting are just a few. At the end of the day, we play sport to increase our skills, create
fellowship and enjoy a win when we can.
Bring on Season 2021 in its true format and may all of our players enjoy being on the
park each week representing the Sharks Junior Football Club.
Sponsor of the Round
Thank you to Warran Glen Garden Centre and Café for their generous sponsorship
of Mothers’ Day. Warran Glen kindly donated over 40 vouchers that 2 mums in every
team won. Congratulations mums, enjoy your time wandering the wonderful setup and
maybe enjoy a well-deserved cuppa at the conclusion of your visit. The Taylor family
look forward to saying “Hi” to all the Sharks family when they make a visit, so call in,
open 7 days a week.
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Season Dates
To Remember

18 April

Round 1

25 April

Round 2 - ANZAC DAY

2 May

Round 3

9 May

Round 4

16 May

Round 5

23 May

Round 6 - Under 8s Day (TBC)

30 May

Round 7 - Under 9s Day (TBC)

6 June

Round 8

13 June

Queen’s Birthday Weekend- NO GAMES

20 June

Round 9

27 June

First week of June/ July School Holidays - NO GAMES

4 July

Middle Week of June/ July Holidays - NO GAMES

11 July

Round 10

18 July

Round 11

25 July

Round 12

1 August

Round 13

8 August

Round 14

15 August

Semi Finals

22 August

Prelim Finals

29 August

Grand Finals

WE LOVE BRINGING
LAND TO LIFE

resiventures.com.au
resiventuresLDA | 1300 031 260
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UNDER 8 RED: Coached by: Robbie Ward
#

NO SCORE

UNDER 9 RED: Coached by: Andrew Latella

Name

Another early start for the U/8’s this week playing
Templestowe in the first away game for the year. With
Templestowe only having 8 players we lent 1 per quarter
to them and well done to the boys who did their best
whilst in opposition colors. Not an easy thing to do!

NO SCORE
Round 4 and the U9 boys definitely sparked it up this week
for their strongest cheer leaders... the MUMS!!
After a BYE last week, the boys kept the pace going and
had another cracking game down at Bulleens home
ground for our Mother’s Day Special.

It was a dominant day for our boys with almost all players
able to kick a goal at some point in the game. The first
quarter the boys got off to a slowish start with plenty of
turnovers and the forwards not being able to capatalise
on the midfield dominance. Pat Toomey played a great
first quarter through the middle providing plenty of ball for
the forwards.

The players wore pink arm bands to show signs of support
for the National Breast Cancer Foundtion and raising $62
in gold coin donations.
Selected Captain for round 4, #28 Will Palframan
upholding his responsibilities for the match working hard
attacking the ball at every possible opportunity, a great
show of defensive football in the back line, marking and
kicking the ball well, continuously contesting the football

The second quarter once again our midfield group was
right on top with Logan and Luca showing the way and
even kicking goals from the middle 3rd when getting the
chance. Both along with Harry providing plenty of ball
for the forwars, Harry’s long kicking was a feature. In the
forward line Josh was a standout with multiple goals.

#

Name

#1
#2
#3
#4
#8
#10
#13
#14
#16
#18
#20
#22
#24
#25
#26
#28
#41

Tom Bloodworth
Cristiano Latella
Flynn Marsh
Toby Bullen
Mason West
Domenic Parisella
Liam Murphy
Josh Sprague
Sebastian De Stratton
Kristos Theodorou
Kobe De Angelis
Thomas Critchley
Jack Dixon
Will Palframan
James Versteegan
Harry Sowersby
Mase Sommers

The second half was more of the same with Xavier and
Sam providing plenty of run whilst Blake Taylor who is
playing U/8 as a 6 year old played his best game of
the season so far. His ability to use the ball and find his
teammates was a standout. A well deserved best on
ground meals for Blake also!
Xavier Murry was again able to kick multiple goals
and Jett was great in the backline when he had the
opportunity. Harry was also fantastic with long kicking
a standout of his game. It was also great to see Raph
getting his hands on the ball and is only going to get
better the more he plays.
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and pushing forward with some great long kicks, Well Done young Will!
First quarter definitely a slow start but it didn’t take long for the boys to fire up coming
out strong in the second quarter with Jack Dixon and Flynn Marsh showing excellent
ball handling skills, quick on their feet contesting the ball and kicking a couple of
great goals with the help of James Versteegan and Joshy Sprague who worked hard
throughout the centre moving the ball into our forward line at every opportunity!
Sensational controlled tackling skills from Harry Sowersby and Toby Bullen who were
brilliant throughout the match both assisting each other continuously throughout their
positions played in the match, playing strong footy in both the forward and back line’s.
We are encouraging the boys to follow through on second and third attempts as that
was a strong focus during the 3rd and 4th quarter’s, moving the ball around, passing
throughout the zones. Again well done by the boys its exciting to see the improvement
continue and watch grow the strong committed bond they are forming together!

UNDER 10 RED: Coached by: David Worthington
#

Vs. Glen Iris Hangers
With Game Day, came Mothers and a glorious sundrenched oval in Glen Iris vs. The Hangers……Well done
to all the Mothers that got themselves to the game
to support their sons on what is your day…even more
impressive those that did a fun run and made it too the
game.
We got of to a flying start with the boys moving the ball
into space and opening up the field, giving our forwards
in Flynn, Jasper, Heath Levi, Dan and Eli room to move
and pepper the goals and that they did, taking us into
quarter time with handy lead 3.3 to 0.0.
The midfield in EJ, Harrison, Jacob, Lachie and Gab
opened the second quarter with the same energy and
ball movement as the first the boys were playing free
flowing footy and it was nice to watch and the result was
obvious with the half time margin being 7.7.49 to 0.1.01
We moved the magnets around to ensure all the boys
were getting their hands on the footy, this may have
caused some confusion as we left some our basic skills
at the boundary line in the third qtr and with Glen Iris
ramping up the intensity we saw them get the better of
us in the 3rd.

Name
Cruz Anderson
Jasper Beck
Jacob Beven
Joshua Cox
Eli De Rooden
Alfie Gniel
Edward James
Sebastian Kinski
Magnus Luke
Flynn Milton
Gabriel Natsis
Daniel Noble
Levi Natsis
Lachlan Radle
Harrison Torner
Heath Worthington
Jack Weimar
Mason Woollard

The last qtr saw a return to form with Mason, Magnus,
Tom, Alfie, Josh, Cruz, Jack all getting their hands on the
ball, resulting in some solid conversion of goals. The boys
played well and kept their heads in what, at times, was
an aggressive and determined opposition, running away
with a great result with the final score being 10.10.70 to
2.6.18
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for the coaches to watch after practicing this drill over the past few weeks. Everyone
got amongst it. Fin, Antho were pressing up to the play, a great tackle by Hugh on
the wing and Archie just made everyone looked slow, running down the ball and
sometimes past it he’s that quick!. Scoreline: Sharks 3.3.21 vs Hawthorn 1.3.9
Third quarter was more consistent efforts by the team. A slightly scrappy start to the
quarter eventually opened up an opportunity for Sammy, converting another major
from 25m out on a 45 deg angle after a great mark. Antho and Fin continued to show
great contested ball efforts in the contest, slowing down Hawthorn from breaking
away. JamesC also locking in the ball a few times when in his range. LukeN again
great in defense and a massive mark from H-man on the last line of defense saved an
absolute goal. Scoreline: Sharks 4.5.29 vs 2.4.16

UNDER 11 RED: Coached by: Ben Hine
Park Orchards 04.06.30 def Hawthorn Citz 03.07.25
Round 4….U11 Winners! Despite the early start probably
not giving mums the breakky in bed they deserved,
the boys turned it on for 4 quarters this week against
Hawthorn to deliver the teams first win of the season and
of course, the best pressie Mum would have received all
day. Well done lads and great to get Coach Ben his first
‘W’ of the season.
In the first quarter, the boys started much better this week,
the intensity was up, led by a great tackle immediately by
SamC from the opening bounce. That appeared to be
infectious amongst the rest of the team. Efforts replicated
by HarryMac equally was a fantastic demonstration of
a rundown and tackle which was duly rewarded with a
free. The team moved the ball well, linking up multiple
plays down the ground. Two more linkages forward saw
our first major on the board after another great tackle laid
by Charlie who converted from close range. The forward
press continued, with further opportunities there to take
an early lead, the quarter finished well with another snap
on goal by Sammy which had the boys up and about
leading into the first change. A great team effort by all
and the boys absolutely had a spring in their step at
quarter time. Scoreline: Sharks 2.3.15 vs Hawthorn 1.1.7

#

Name

3
6
7
8
10
11
13
14
15
17
18
19
21
23
25
27
29
37
39
40
43
47
51

Cohen Myers
James Fortington
Sam Caltieri
Ethan Genever
Harrison Hume
Maxi Mcleod
Jackson Gadd
Archie Hattwich
Harry McInerney
Miller Hine
Hugh Marsh
Harry Wilson
Jackson Hartley
Charlie McGinty
Jasper Mijat
Marcus Di Battista
Luke Newman
Darcy Saunders
Alex Giosserano
Fynn Robertson
James Cahill
Luke O'Neil Parker
Anthony Doolan

The game was there to be won or lost heading into the last change as the contest was
pretty even. The coaches pouring over the matchplay and changeups and with no
injuries, we felt we had a winning formula to give the boys the best chance of singing
the song after the final 15mins. The first centre bounce was cleared by Forto who
kicked to a leading Fin, taking a strong mark out from full-forward. How awesome was
that to see, well done Fin. The contest was close all quarter as the minutes ran down.
With everyone becoming weary of a close game, the boys continued to run, notably
by JacksG who showed great heart running all day to make as many contests as he
could, racking up a heap of possessions. Fin also gets another mention for creating his
own rotation, pushing down from full-forward to full-back to make a contest. While not
in the coaching handbook of plays, we loved the enthusiasm showed by all the boys
in the last quarter to run it out. Back to the game, Hawthorn kicked a late quarter goal,
bringing the game to within a goal with 2mins to go. The win was at risk of now being
a possible draw. The final center clearance saw the ball down in our backline again
quickly and with the impossible seemingly now possible, Hawthorn found themselves
with a free kick with 7 seconds to go to make it a draw. All the boys were on the mark,
doing their best to put off the kicker. They ultimately missed and while the boys did not
hear the siren, with half of Park Orchards now streaming on the field, we had to tell the
boys that the game was over. Sharks winning by 5 points. Final Scoreline: Sharks 4.6.30
vs 3.7.25
So we notched up our first win and the boys were ecstatic. The song was sung loudly
and proudly, albeit with a few of us not knowing the exact words, but it was great
to see the boys experience the feeling of a win, but more importantly, believing that
they can make a contest across 4 quarters. Well done lads, a fantastic gift to all the
mothers, who I’m sure ended up having a great day with you all.
The awards this week went to JacksG, Antho and Fin. Well done boys.

The second quarter was a continuation of the first. Great centre clearances from the
mids enabled us to push forward multiple times. Each time the ball went down back,
we were solid in defense, several key plays by LukeN and Ethan stopped the ball
heading deeper in defense, and as always, H-man stepping up on half-back with a
few great marks overhead. Our defense was working and the boys were running. The
best play of the quarter came after a solid mark from Hman on half back, moving the
ball out to the wing that then enabled the following linkages of ball movement: Forto,
Anth, Archie, JacksonH, Sammy, JacksG who then ran on, bouncing several times,
kicking to a marking Charlie in the goal square. Magic stuff. This quarter was rewarding

See you all next week, lets carry the momentum forward into training this week,
continuing to run hard, getting that match fitness up and turning those drills into
linkages on game day that will see us move the ball from defense to offense to goals!
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UNDER 12 RED: Coached by: Damian Noonan
Park Orchards 01.04.07 def by Kew Comets 08.10.58

NO REPORT SUBMITTED

#
1
3
4
5
7
9
11
12
13
15
19
21
23
25
26
27
28
31
33
37
38
46
50

Name
Patrick Duffy
Benjamin Hales
Hunter Weeks
Angus Hales
Michael Moore
Xavier Noonan
Julian Nicholls
Lucas Daley
Cameron Noble
Elliot Davis
Will Inglese
Arlo Ross
Archie Rowe
Cash Kinnear
Kai Wachter
Joshua Prest
Jack Ottens
Charlie Wilson
Darcy Noonan
Hudson Lynch
Jahla Goyma
Ben Nicholls
Luca Phelan
Oliver Lanza

UNDER 13 RED: Coached by: Mark Hamilton
Park Orchards 14.14.98 def Parade Saints 01.01.07
Happy Mothers Day to all Sharks Mum’s.
We played Parade, at Domeney Reserve today, fine
conditions for footy – about 20 degrees, slight breeze and
a great surface.
After a confidence boosting win last week, a solid training
session and team bonding session during the week our
team was up and about and ready to take on Parade
in our final grading game. Our focus today was to do
the teams things well, run and be brave with our attack
on the ball. We also welcomed back Tate to the team,
returning from a fractured wrist.
We came of the blocks very fast and hit the scoreboard
hard early – Sonders was exceptional at Full Forward, our
mids absolutely cleaned up, defence was rock solid and
our attack on the ball was outstanding – by quarter time
we had skipped out to 6 goal to nothing lead. Fantastic
team football.

#

Name

33
25
7
44
40
11
3
41
36
37
9
17
39
23
35
27
1
32
5
43

Zac Antonellos
Indy Brown
Fynn Bullen
Joshua Daley
Albie De Rooden
Nate Farrell
Harry Halls
Logan Hamilton
Cohen Hine
Tate Hodgson
Eamon McDonald
Justin McIntyre
Charlie Nash
Daniel Nielsen
Luke Paciocco
Logan Ross
Logan Sonderhof
Isaiah Thomas
Austin Wallace
Daniel Williamson

The 2nd quarter we continued running hard, switching
the ball and moving it quickly which opened lots of
opportunities for our forwards to be dangerous. We have been working hard with
our two big centre half forwards, Indy and Nate on creating space to lead into and
presenting a target for our running link players to kick to and they are beginning to gel
– their work rate was fantastic to see. Half time we had extended our lead 10 goals to
nothing.
Well in the 3rd quarter we lapsed. We stopped playing team football, stopped
manning up, crowded our forward line and as a result the game became scrappy and
Parade to their credit started to fight back hard. Scores at 3 quarter time were 11 goals
to 1.
A rev up from the coaches, asking we get back to the basics and start doing team
things again saw us steady in the last quarter and add a few more goals to our tally.
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A game of two very distinct halves for us today – possibly the best football our
team has played and awesome to watch in the first half and in the second half an
undisciplined, scrappy contest.
We had four boys from the 12’s fill in for us during our game – a big thankyou to Presty,
Cash, Ben and Luca – you are welcome to play with our team any time.
All in all a solid game for our team, we are still working hard on developing our
structures and drilling home our game plan.
Final Scores: Park Orchards 14 14 98 Def Parade 1 1 7

UNDER 13 BLACK: Coached by: Brad Motteram

Goals: Sonders 7, Choc 2, Indy 2, Rossy, Tate, Nicholls 1 each
Best Players: Sonders, Hamo, Rossy, Tate, Justin, Fynn, Harry

Park Orchards 03.02.20 def by Ashburton 05.05.35

#

Name

Qtr 1: Round 4 was played at Burwood Reserve in fine,
but blustery conditions. Captain Noah was celebrating
his 50th games and led the boys out. Despite kicking
into a stiff breeze, the signs were great from the outset,
with Sharks players tackling and attacking the ball with
great intensity. Lachie battled away in ruck and won
plenty of the ball around the ground with some strong
marking, while Riley, Felix and Tom E all contested hard in
the midfield and provided great support to the backline.
The backline comprising Ned, Gabe, Danny, Granger, TJ
and Will F worked hard, and did a wonderful job to only
concede 1 goal for the quarter. Zane, Kai and Aiden
all applied great pressure in the forward line, resulting in
goals to Jaden and James.
Qtr 2: The boys were kicking with a favourable breeze
in the 2nd quarter but were unable hit the scoreboard.
Felix, Riley and Tom E all battled away in the midfield,
while Beau and Noah both competed hard and won
some important contests on their respective wings.
However, the backline was unfortunately under seize for the majority of the quarter.
Notwithstanding, the defensive 6 led by Ned, Gabe, Will F and TJ, and solid defenders
Granger and Danny worked overtime, remained accountable and disciplined, and
did a solid job to only concede 2 goals for the quarter.
Qtr 3: The Sharks were kicking into a persistent breeze in the 3rd quarter. General
work rate and contesting from Sharks players was as good as we have seen all year,
resulting in a real ‘arm wrestle’ with neither team scoring a goal for the quarter. Q3
highlights came from Riley who continued his tough contested game in the midfield,
Felix who did a ‘power of work’ at CHB, Granger who continually threw his body
into contests, resulting in numerous defensive spoils, Lachie who continued to mark
well at CHF and executed an inspirational chase and tackle, and warrior Gabe who
competed fantastically well and nullified the oppositions most influential player. In
addition, the versatile Ned showed great leadership in the midfield, playing a nice
combination of solid offensive and defensive footy.
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Qtr 4: The Sharks continued their strong work in the final quarter and were rewarded
with a good snap goal from Jaden. Q4 highlights came from Danny, Aiden and
Granger who their continued their strong tackling and contested play, James who won
plenty of the footy at half back, Will F who continued to compete with great energy
through the midfield, TJ who won some wonderful contests at Full Back, and captain
Noah who applied himself extremely well throughout the game. In addition, Riley,
Gabe and Felix didn’t stop trying and all capped off excellent games. All in all, it was a
great hit out for the boys, and once again, the coaches were extremely proud of the
effort, endeavour and determination applied by all Sharks players.

UNDER 14 RED: Coached by: Jake Leonard

Goal Kickers: Jaden 2, James 1.

Park Orchards 04.01.25 def by Kew Rovers 17.10.112
The boys had a tough day on the track against
ashburton. We started really slow in the warm up and
that continued through to the first half. We had 4 younger
players fill in and all four of them stood out by putting their
body on the line with second and third efforts and score
involvements.
At half time we had asked the boys how they thought
they were going and they all said that they weren’t giving
100%. After a bit of a rev up the boys came out looking
like a different team. Everyone was putting in second and
third efforts and tackling in numbers. We played the footy
we want to play. Unfortunately it was to little to late but
the boys finished of strong and came of the track with
their heads up
Go sharks
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#

Name

1
6
7
8
9
10
12
15
16
18
21
22
23
27
29
35
37
39
43

Will Tsoukatos
Riley Di Conza
Henry Milton
Jacob Sette
Dylan Todero
Archie Leonard
Jayden Sultana
Lachlan Dickson
Christian Theodorou
Hamish Noonan
Felix Kilworth
Jack Inglese
Sebastian Henderson
Brooklyn Mitchell
Jacob Bridger
Lucas Nicholls
Austin Foxwell
Max Beach
Darcy Brown
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UNDER 14 BLACK: Coached by: Duncan AllAn
Park Orchards 00.00.00 def by Glen Iris 15.29.119
Our fourth game for 2021, Sunday 9th of May, Mothers
Day at TH King Oval Glen Iris

#

Name

26
37
36

Jordan Allan
Byron Bradshaw
Fletcher Cameron
Kristian Dass
Sean Kelly
James King
Will Mc Diarmid
Jack Mc Diarmid
Tom Mc Diarmid
Zach Millar
Lachlan Oakes
Sean O Leary
Jacob Simos
Byron Steele-Bonney
Charlie Tassell
Bruce Waddy

UNDER 15 RED: Coached by: Adam Kenny
Park Orchards 08.03.51 def by Kew Rovers 19.13.127
Was a pretty tough afternoon for the team yesterday as
we came up against a very strong Kew Rovers.

#

Name

1
2
7
8
10
14
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
27
29
31
33
37
39
43

Jett Simpson
Samuel Prest
Flynn Hutchinson
Liam Webb
Jake Galstians
Oliver Nitz
William Tait
Daniel Albers
Joshua Galstians
Josh Smillie
Harley Jackson
Max MacKay
Oliver Postill
William Rossimel
William Kenny
Max Dominko
Xavier Cuthbert
Joel Stephens
Andrew Holt
Thomas Worthington

From the start of the game we knew it was going to be
13
hard playing with only 14 players. The boys did their best
34
to compete but where simply out maned. Our kicking,
28
handballing and body work were great including some
fantastic bumping and tackling by Charlie Tassle, Lachlan 30
4
Oakes and Byron Bradshaw but by half time Byz was
11
out with a fractured leg so we then only had 13 players.
But just then Justin from the U13’s arrived, so back to 14
24
players we go, thanks heaps Justin. Our leading and
25
marking under pressure wasn’t good enough and still
14
needs work. We missed a few opportunities to kick goals
38
just by not having enough feet on the ground, and
20
running out of energy just in the last seconds to run the
40
ball deep into the forward line to finish off with a goal. The
mids did their best in the middle getting it out, which was
great but when our ruckman went out with his leg it made
it hard to compete with a very tall Glen iris Ruckman.
But Lachlan Oakes did a great job filling in good work Oaksey. We are still lacking in
confidence and speed to the ball which is a work in progress each week. Good work
again by Kristian Dass and Tom McDiarmid in the mid field. Fletcher Cameron had a
run in the Centre and did the best he could with his leg issues, well done Fletch. The
back line did fantastic job again, four stars all round to Sean O’Leary, Charlie Tassle,
Sean Kelly, Will McDiarmid and massive thumbs up to James king who played a
blinder at Full Back and was our Man of the Match Awesome job Jimmy. We will keep
working on our intensity and our running at training. Glen Iris Hangar won the game but
even though the score tells one story the boys told another on the ground. We have
changes to make now both with Jordan Allan and Byron Bradshaw out for at least 6 to
8 weeks with injury, but the boys are feeling alot better after this weeks game.

Despite the fact that most of the team had been on
camp, and were feeling a bit ‘tight’, there was a positive
feel in the rooms pre-game and our warm up was
excellent.

Go Sharks

Unfortunately, the camp curse set in in the second half.

Cheers Dunk

Captain Josh Smilie, who is always a focal point and leads by example while inspiring
the team, literally couldn’t move due to a neck injury, and despite still bravely marking
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Even after Kew kicked the first three goals in quick
succession, the boys were able to respond, a quality that
has been outstanding so far this season.
Josh G continued to drive us forward, while Ollie N in the
ruck was winning every contest (except the ones when
the umpire only threw the ball up 5 feet in the air!)
Will K was having his best game for the season, and Flynn
was beating his taller opponent every time the ball went
back.
The quarter time score of 1.1.7 to 5.3.33 wasn’t indicative
of how tight the contest was.

The second quarter again saw Kew kick a couple of quick
goals…their very tall and skilled forwards were proving
a handful but Xavier and Oli P up back were following
instructions and having an impact, while Taity continued his relentless attack on the
ball and continued to give us drive.

Big Maxy kicked a solid goal to get us back into the game, while Harley and Webby
were displaying gut busting running, and Rossi was presenting and marking strongly. A
great snap to Felix Kilworth from the U14s put us right in the game.
At half time, we were 5.3.33 to Kew 8.6.54, with a feeling that our best was yet to come.
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and chasing and competing, was a shadow of himself, while Sammy P likewise was
presenting and giving his all, but was also finding the going challenging.
As Kew Rovers piled on 8 goals to our 3, it was obvious that only having 16 players, and
many of them recovering from a physical camp, was taking its toll.
Andi Holt was amazing at half back, chasing, punching and driving the ball forward
and Max D had the mammoth task of countering the tall Kew forwards who continued
to grow in confidence; Dan A was battling gamely and Josh G construed to battle
his heart out while Joel, in his first game back from injury, likewise did all he could,
including taking a few contested marks.
Despite their best efforts, the lads lacked the energy and run of recent weeks.
The final score of 8.3.51 to 19.13.127 reflected this.
It wasn’t a wake up call for us, as I don’t feel the boys have ever got ahead of
themselves, switched off or were caught napping…I think in reality, those who had
been away all week were genuinely exhausted, and yet wouldn’t have admitted this
at any point, for the nature of these lads and the team is that they don’t want to let
each other down, such an admirable trait.
There was certainly an air of disappointment at the end…but that’s football, and life.
I was sincerely appreciative of the boys’ efforts. As always, they rolled up ready to play,
displayed teamwork, collegiality, respect and awesome endeavour.
Playing with 17 + 1, and no interchange, is always going to be challenging against
bigger teams with more numbers who can run and run. It’s going to be an ongoing
challenge too if we maintain the current injury list.
BUT….it is what it is…and the welfare of the boys comes first.
Thank you as always to Matt for his assistant coaching, Al for his running, Simon Webb
for his trainer expertise, Jason Hutchinson for Goal Umpiring, Glenn Postill for running
the boundary, Dean for Ground Managing, Andrew for Team Managing, and for those
who I’ve missed who did the voting and time keeping.
Special thanks to Felix Kilworth for filling in for us and thank you to the huge number of
supporters who came along to positively cheer the boys on…especially on Mothers’
Day.

UNDER 15 BLACK: Coached by: Justin Cahill
Park Orchards 13.16.94 def Fitzroy 03.02.20

#

Name

U15 B played Fitzroy at Victoria Park. No doubt the
parents got a kick out of returning to Vic Park bringing
back many happy childhood memories (minus thousands
of feral Collingwood supporters). For the boys, it was a
case of Meh…. The significance of playing at the ground
was lost on them. It’s a great ground, pretty wide, so we
knew playing 16 a side we’d need to stick to the corridor
and not get stuck along the boundary. Fitzroy have had
a tough run, loosing heavily the last 3 weeks, we wanted
to make sure we did not give them a sniff early.
Last week we started the game well, but did not hit the
scoreboard enough in the first quarter, so a challenge
was laid down to the Team, we need at least a 4 goal
start. Attack the footy, take the space in front of you and
attack via the corridor to give us our best shot at scoring.
The boys started well, we were on top at the centre
clearances and moved the ball well into our forward line. We were on the board early
with the first goal. Fitzroy got the ball over our CHB line and kicked a nice goal. We
won the next centre clearance and evened up with a good goal. 3 quick goals later
it was quarter time and we’d kicked 5 goals for the quarter and the boys had their tails
up at quarter time.
The message at quarter time was to keep up the effort and the run and not let Fitzroy
into the game. We took a lot of confidence in how we played the first quarter and we
continued to build on this throughout the game. I think the boys could sense a bit of
blood in the water and they did not let up all day, continuing to build and defend an
impressive lead. Last week we kicked our best score for the season and just lost, this
week we out did our previous PB by 6 goals and handed out a good old fashioned
thumping. So proud of the boys, we were on the receiving end in 2019 of a number of
games like this (Fitzroy gave us a hiding), and to be able to dish it out for a change was
liberating.
Hopefully we get 2 more boys back from injury for the next match. Thanks to Finn and
Jacko for traveling and supporting your mates at the game. After a disappointing
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round 2 game, I think we are really starting to build something these last 2 weeks and
to think what we could become when we get our players back is exciting. 13.16 = 94,
so close to cracking the tonne, might be a bit of goal kicking practice this week at
training, enjoy the win boys and let’s keep working on improving our game together.

mates into the game. Had a strong last quarter at half back.
-

Crackers Waterford had a great game in the middle. Strong over the footy, gets a
clearing handball out time and time again. Does a lot of heavy lifting around the
ground in terms of contest work. He really helps set the tone for the team in terms of
effort.

-

Fish Mahadeva stepped up today, hopefully a confidence boosting game.
Generated a lot of run in the forward line, kicked 2 great goals and had a great last
quarter on the ball. Fish was much cleaner with the ball this week and had a real
impact for us.

-

Mozzie Bugler was in everything in the forward line. Unlucky not to kick a goal, but
his work rate was right there pressuring around the contest. Had a good quarter on
the ball and kept working for his team mates.

-

Ralph Robin had another good game. Started at CHF and looked dangerous,
unlucky not to get a goal after a nice mark. Played the second half at CHB and did
well behind the ball. A lot of hard contests and tackling, did not lose a contest.

-

Plugged Mariner picked up where he left off last week and booted 6 goals, with a
bad back. Was a constant target all day, kept presenting and fought hard for the
footy. In great form and is such a great target for us.

-

Shezza was Co-Captain this week and played well deep forward. Won some nice
ground balls in the forward line to keep the ball alive for us and used his body well
to block for his team mates to keep the scoring ticking over.

So many highlights from all of our players:
-

Weapon Draeger was Co Captain and a rock again in defence, marked well and
generated plenty of run for us at FB. Had a great last quarter on the ball making an
impact and helped set up some scoring for us.

-

Bones O’Neil Parker was good again in the back pocket. Kept his opponent quiet
all day and had a spell on the wing in the last term. Bones was so quick running
both ways putting pressure on their offense and generating run for us.

-

Killer Bertram had a great game. Demonstrated to all where his nickname came
from. His defensive work and tackling was inspirational. Trapped a player on the
wing right in front of the coaches and laid a great tackle. Then had a 100m chase
down tackle to stop a certain goal.

-

Bullets Bastin was in everything at CHB in the first half. Took some strong marks and
generated some run for us. Swapped with Ralph Robin at CHF for the second half
and was a real handful. Set up a number of goals and kicked one himself, a great
game.

-

Rusty Fortington had his best game for the year off half back. Generated plenty
of run, was really good overhead and his field kicking was a real feature. Really
making HBF his own in tandem with Killer.

-

Flea McKell had a great 4 qtr effort. Started on the wing and then pushed forward.
Kicked 2 beautiful goals in the 3rd term, could have had a few more if he kicked
straighter. Another great game with his 2 way running a real feature.

-

Flash O’Keeffe was good again. Played on the ball or on the wing all day. Plenty
of run, lots of tackles and delivered the ball into the forward line whilst running at full
tilt numerous times, exciting to watch from the Coaches box.

-

Psycho Wallace was his usual tough and hard at it self. Great defensive game,
always in the thick of things, put on a few really good tackles and again had a few
nice passes into the forward line.

-

Slugger Bardsley had another good game. A bit of a partner in crime with Psycho
really strong on defensive efforts, but has a few good offensive elements too.
Reads the ball well in the air and dished out a few sharp handpasses to open up
play.

-

Fridge Cahill rucked well all day long, won the majority of hit outs and helped give
us first use out of the centre. Was great around the grounds using his long kicking
to get the ball into the forwards. Even threw in a nice baulk, pretty good for a big
fella.

-

Rat Crea was in everything again, hard at in the centre clearances and around the
ground. A real General for us out on the field, kicked 2 nice goals and brought his
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Vs TEAM
Round 1

UNDER 16 RED: Coached by: Nathan Tovey
Park Orchards 19.15.129 def Banyule 06.02.38
This week’s game saw us travel to play Banyule on
Mother’s day. Banyule have come up from the division
below undefeated so we knew they would have their
tails up and want a test themselves against us in this
last round of grading. With our warm up routine pretty
much set we challenged the boys to - Win the Contest
(at every opportunity), Talk (keep improving our talk/
voice on the field), Ensure we kept our work rate up
for 4 qtrs, work eth angles (to keep looking inside and
break the game open with the use of angles) and
finally being mothers day - make your mums proud!
The first qtr saw us come out of the blocks firing.
With a slight breeze we were able to kick 6 goals to
Banyules 1. While Banyule got the first score, our boys
certainly did not allow them any more for the qtr. With
7 handball receives our boys were looking for each
other at every opportunity.

#
2
4
6
10
12
14
15
16
20
22
24
26
28
30
34
36
38
40
42

Name
Matt Parrott
Josh Tovey
Josh Baldori
Tom Rees
Joel Foxwell
Charlie Vermeulen Brown
Ryan Choong
Will Sonderhof
James Dempsey
Oscar Pollock
Tige Ridley
Tom Morcom
Harry Prunty
Ryan Bunker Smith
Isaac Macklin
Tobias Kilkenny
Darcy Money
Cooper Trembath
David Broadbent
Asst Coach - Gerry Baldori
TM - Lisa Dempsey

The second qtr was much the same, we had to
ensure Banyule didn’t use the wind , they only kicked
3 goals, yet we were able to run the ball up and
kicked another 6 goals against the wind. With the boys
looking to switch the ball across the ground in the backline and then opening up the
centre, our delivery to our forwards was great.
The 3rd qtr this year has been where we have let other teams in so we wanted to
ensure the team cake out ready to go. We didn’t go into the rooms, chatted to the
boys and then had a warm up and this again saw a great team of football from our
team. With a few different positional moves we again won the qtr kicking 5 goals.

UNDER 16 BLACK: Coached by: Jason Osborne
Park Orchards 09.03.57 def by Northcote 16.20.116
G’day Team,
This week’s game against Northcote was played on
a mostly sunny day when we also celebrated our
beautiful mums. Although we didn’t get the 4 points
there wouldn’t have been a mum, or dad for that
matter, who wouldn’t have been proud of their boys
today. Their efforts were inspiring.
With injuries still hitting us hard we went into the game
with 16 players which again meant we didn’t have
a bench. Right from the very start it was evident
we were up against a very good tall ruckman and
a midfield that knew how to rove to him. They
were winning centre clearances and hitting the
scoreboard, but after one of the best running goals
from half back that anyone will see, from Ashton, and
goals to Lachlan V and Oscar, we went into quarter
time 11 points down.

#

Name

3

Mitchell Clark

5

Jacob Leaumont

7

Remi Evangelista

12

Zac Smith

13

Beau Osborne

14

Ashton Devink

16

Lachlan Vozzo

17

James O’Hagan

18

Lucas Ramage

20

Bradley Hume

21

Lachlan Radford

23

Ben Sette

25

Brodie Maynes

27

Ben Waddy

28

Daniel White

29

Robbie Paciocco

38

Oscar Lynch

Daniel Smith
The second quarter saw us kick 4 goals to 2. We were
starting to even out the centre clearances and the
71
Sam Box
forward line was operating really well. Some strong
leads from Big Dan W (get in his way at your own peril) produced 2 goals for himself
but also created space for Ashton to run onto a loose ball for his 2nd goal. Another
long range shot from Isaac had us go into half time 3 point down.
46

The last qtr saw us change things right up and it was great to still see our handball
receives up with give and get handball receives allowing us to open the game up like
we had all day.

The third quarter was another tight contest with both sides kicking 2 goals. We
continued to challenge at stoppages with Isaac and Dan S taking it up to their
ruckman and winning their share of the tap outs. Our midfield of Beau, Robbie, Ashton
and Sam were fighting hard to contain their opponents and giving as good as they
got. With huge contributions from our 2 wingers in Lachlan R, Zac and Mitch at half
forward we only trailed by a goal at 3 quarter time and we thought we were a massive
chance for our first win.

We came away with a 91 point win and the boys were well supported by their mums
and I’m pretty sure made them proud - well done team.

Our backline had stood strong all day under the leadership of Ben and Remi, with
Jimbo again controlling our kick ins and our newest team mate Mackenzie, who ran
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straight at all contests and never took a side step.
As per the past few weeks the opposition’s fresh legs and continual forward entries
overwhelmed us and they ran away with a comfortable win, but the scoreboard didn’t
reflect the mighty contest that had just been fought. We will address our last quarter
fade outs as a team (coach included) and work on strategies to help us finish off
games. The boys should hold their heads high as their efforts cannot be questioned.
Special mentions to Lachlan R who did it all on the wing. Several marks, handballs,
bounces and shepherding team mates against boys twice his size.
Sam who is an accumulator of the ball and if we want to get technical his metres
gained would be huge, his run and carry is a highlight of his game.
Ashton is similar as in he explodes away whenever ball is in hand and his 2 goals were
reward for this hard work.
Mitch did what he’s been doing all season, attacking each contest with aggression
and his 2nd, 3rd and 4th efforts show how far he’s already come this season.
Zac gave great support to his team mates, getting to contests to receive or give
handballs and putting on shepherds and ran hard all day.
Dan W played exactly as we’ve been asking him to, strong, powerful leads from full
forward which resulted in him kicking 3 goals and showing his presence in the forward
line with bone crunching tackles – he had a great game.
The likes of Isaac, Beau, Robbie, Ben, Remi and James, they never leave you guessing.
Putting their bodies on the line whenever required without thinking, they do a lot of our
grunt work.
Vozzo and Oscar who again appear as regulars in our goal kicking sheet.
Goals: Dan W 3, Ashton 2, Lachlan V, Oscar, Isaac and Mitch 1

COLTS RED: Coached by: Glenn Mason
Park Orchards 03.11.29 def by Fitzroy 11.11.77
This week with a number of injuries coming out of last
week and the week before, we wanted to focus on our
intensity when we have the ball to move it into space
with multiple efforts to work for other and when we lose
possession to tackle fiercely and win it back.
For the most part of the game, the boy’s intensity at the
opposition was very good and in patches we opened the
game up with our run and carry exposing the opposition
but we could only do this in patches.
What we need to work on is to be consistent in playing
our way with confidence and believing in each other
because when we do this, we will be more than
competitive, however, if we are reactive and slow with
the ball or slow to defend, then it will make it harder to
compete.

#

Name

1
5
7
9
16
17
19
21
23
25
27
28
30
31
32
33
36
37
38
39
41
43

Ryan Smeed
Ben Duffy
Tom Maxwell
Kieran Rice
Zac McLeod
Nathanial Beaine
Blake Haslam
Ben Perrett
Oscar Seegets
Noah Taylor
Jarrah Aitken
Tom Heffernan
Rhonan Appleby
Chandler Weeks
Mason Appleby
James Mason
Cayden Skien
Aden Hood
Shannon D’Souza
Lachlan Jury
Nathan Randall
Brock Pellinger-Riley

Certainly over the last two weeks, we have had some
serious injuries and another on the weekend putting
us with 7 players out. We are hoping with some luck to
regain 2-3 boys (??) but some are 4-6 weeks. This has
affected our ability to move players and rotate the bench
so the boys have not had much luck but their endeavor
this week could not be questioned.
A special mention to Zac Cahill who left the club after under 14’s, played his first game
this week and showed some great skill and will only get better; glad to have you back
Zac!
So boys, we just keep persevering and continue to work on playing the type of the
football that we know you can play and displayed in the first two weeks and with some
luck with injuries, it will turn.
Best Players: Tom Maxwell, Zac McLeod, Tom Heffernan, Zac Cahill, Nathan Randal
and Shannon D’Zousa
Goal Kickers: Caden Skien, Aden Hood and Tom Maxwell 1 each.
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Overall it was a great team effort from the girls who are growing in confidence each
week. The girls sang the song for the second time of the day..
Luke’s coaches awards
Play of the day - Addison for her attack on the ball
Team player – Anni for an unselfish handball to a teammate who kicked a goal
Coaches award – Piper

U 11 GIRLS: Coached by: Travis Rankin, Luke Ottens,
Ben Kinnear
Park Orchards 05.04.34 def Ashburton 02.07.19
Sunday’s game saw our U/11 girls take on Ashburton for
our Mothers day match at Stintons. The girls were up for
the game and burst into the club song with great gusto
in the clubrooms pre-game and the enthusiasm carried
onto the ground as they ran on through the Mum’s guard
of honour. Unfortunately our umpire didn’t turn up and
thanks for Tim Dawson for grabbing a whistle and doing a
fantastic job.
The first quarter was hard fought and our most
competitive of the season. Zoe O was dominant early
leading to Chloe kicking her first goal and was well
supported in the forward line with Dana and Sayla
providing great drive. But it was our defence which
saw the most action as Ashburton attacked for the rest
of the quarter. Thankfully inaccuracy cost them and
the registered only five behinds. A good lesson was
learnt about being responsible for an opponent. Anni
intercepted beautifully and Addi attacked anything
that came her way. Charlotte, Maeghan and Ruby also
showed plenty around the packs and new player Faith
got her hands on the ball for the first time. Welcome
Faith. The second quarter saw Jess F move to the forward
line and snagged two goals and some terrific chains of
play included Jess M with a great mark, Grier’s long kick
forward and Lilly with a great tackle.

#

Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
15
16
18
23
24
31
32
34
25

Heidi Dunn
Annika Bosna
Allegra Blobel
Zoe Garden
Jessica Fortington
Lilly Dawson
Jess Mizzi
Ruby Miller
Chloe Bilucaglia
Gemma Keaney
Piper Haddrick
Zoe Ottens
Addison Lynch
Milla Dingle
Saylor Kinnear
Charlotte Woolley
Georgia Menchise
Lucinda Rankin
Maeghan Sommers
Pia Klerides
Dana Sedawie-McKell
Grier McIntyre

MVP - Lucinda
Go Sharks - Trav

The second half saw a continued competitive effort from
both sides but it was Piper’s two goals that finished off a
lot of good team work. Georgia was strong around the
ground and was well supported by our run and gun smalls
Pia, Milla, Ruby, Zoe G and Charlotte. Lucinda’s run and
bouncing was also a feature of the second half.
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EST. 1975

Hayden Cheeseman
Managing Director

8 Queen Street Nunawading Victoria 3131
Phone: 03 9873 3753 Fax: 03 9874 2833 Mobile: 0410 568 132
Email: shoppin@bigpond.net.au

U 14 GIRLS: Coached by: Darren Dempsey
girls Park Orchards 05.15.45 def Parkside 01.04.10
Captain – Allie King

#

Name

1
2
3
6
8
9
10
12
13
14
17
18
20
21
22
23
25
26
28
29
30
31
33

Mia Spencer Jones
Grace Dawson
Willow Harvey
Sienna Pollock
Grace Bettiol
Amber Cannon
Erin Loucas
Scarlett McInerney
Indi Callaghan
Charlotte Peterson
Mia Bosna
Jaide Scott
Emily Rankin
Amelie Quartel
Tia Dempsey
Summer Cheeseman
Zara Zeeman
Allie King
Jasmine Gurgone
Julia Stahl
Ava Radle
Bonnie Spencer Jones
Raphaela Guerrero

On a Sunday where we recognize all the Mums that do
an awesome job every day and also remember the Mums
that have left too soon, we were greeted with more
outstanding footy conditions. The sun was shining, and a
gentle breeze blew toward the south or scoreboard end
which made that the scoring end early in the day at least.
We lost the toss and had to defend against the wind in
the first quarter and despite having plenty of the ball and
entering our forward 50 on many occasions we couldn’t
hit the scoreboard. Parkside did and we entered the
quarter time break 9 points down, this time though I could
tell the girls were confident they could score with that little
bit of wind assistance and score we did. We had a total
of 11 scoring shots for the quarter and our 3.8 could have
easily been 8.3 but more goalkicking practice might be
required this week! Emily Rankin was a star all day and
Scarlett won many clearances propelling the ball forward
and breaking tackles in her usual way. The most pleasing
aspect was our intent and ability to keep the ball in our
forward half with Jaide and Bonnie playing their best
games for the year and working hard to support their
teammates and compete strongly. Amber was dangerous up forward kicking a goal
as did Ava and Emily. Taking a good lead into half time was pleasing and seeing the
girls with smiles on their faces was fantastic. But we knew we had work to do in the 3rd
quarter as we were defending against the win again. Our third quarter was brilliant,
Tia took a couple of strong contested marks and Allie, Mia SJ and Grace B were like a
brick wall alternating in the ruck and defence. Grace B won every contest she went
into which was a goal we set at the start of the game and was in our best few players
for the day. Again, we were able to keep the ball in our forward line through effort
and teamwork. Jasmine switched into the forward line to give us the contest hardness
we needed, picking up possessions but importantly tackling hard to ensure the ball
didn’t get quickly transferred out. We only conceded 1 point in the 3rd quarter but
also managed to score one ourselves, so we took a healthy lead into the last quarter.
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Amber played the last quarter in the backline and after saying at ¾ time “I don’t know
how to play in the backline!” managed to take 3 intercept marks and looked right
at home. Erin was dangerous in the forward line and after a couple of shots at goal
managed to slot one through main sticks. We managed to kick a couple of goals, and
points to run out comfortable winners.
It was very difficult to choose best players when everyone contributed like they did,
and this is exactly the recipe for team success. The even contribution and seeing girls
play their best individual games of the year should give us a lot of confidence as we
head into round 5. I am not sure where we will end up post grading, but I am gaining
confidence that we can compete with the good teams as we improve.
Best Players – Could easily put everyone in but for four quarters of effort and doing the
team things I asked the girls that stood out this week for me were
Emily, Grace B, Scarlett, Ava, Amber, Mia SJ, Tia, Jaide, Bonnie, Allie and Mia B
Darren
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U 16 GIRLS: Coached by: Jayde Arnold
Park Orchards 02.11.23 def Parkside 02.05.17

#

YOUTH GIRLS: Coached by: TIM LIVINGSTONE AND DAVID BOELL
Name

Park Orchards 10.13.73 def Banyule 03.04.22
Today we celebrated Mothers day as well as 50th game
milestones for both Lana and Flynn. Two fantastic players
that have been significant contributors to our team over
the years, both on and off the field.

NO REPORT SUBMITTED

The girls were determined to give their best for their
popular teammates and started the game with vigour.
Our tackling and pressure on the ball was outstanding
lead by Tahlia , Lilly, and Lana herself. Abbey and Mia hit
the scoreboard on the back of some excellent sharing of
the ball. The coaches love it when we unselfishly share the
ball with a player in a better position. Especially close to
goal.
To Banyule’s credit they had a terrific second quarter
outscoring us, two goals to none. We were second to
the ball and the players owned up to taking their foot off
the pedal after a dominant opening. If it wasn’t for some
important contest wins by Flynn , Lauren, and Dakota our
lead may have been lost.
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#

Name

1
Reese Stephens
2
Kristen Bertoldi
4
Jorja Livingstone
5
Abbey Callaghan
6
Alannah Boell
9
Mia Mcauliffe
10
Matilda Rae
11
Lily Chilver
12
Flynn Peters
13
Eve Parry
14
Jade Hutchinson
15
Sienna Jones
17
Taliah Cameron
18
Courtney Murray
20
Grace Jenkin
22
Lauren Knowles
23
Jasmine Taylor
24
Victoria Turner
25
Lauren Cresp
26
Dakota Hoen
32
Petra Edwards
34
Ayesha Dang
39
Charli Dempsey
ASSISTANT C: Wayne Taylor
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The girls responded in the second half with their best football of the season thus far.
We welcomed back for their first game this year, Jade and Jorja and they added
some run to our midfield along with the consistent Kristen. The class of Jaz and the
speed of Petra helped us move the ball effectively. Abbey kicked her second goal
and Charli read the ball well taking two excellent marks across half back. Courtney
just keeps winning ground ball contests and can be relied upon to give her best week
in week out. Grace, Reese and Sienna continue to improve with each game getting
time playing in each part of the ground.
However, this report ends how it started with a spotlight on our two 50 gamers. Flynn
was impassable down back for most of the game and gave us some line breaking runs
before she was shifted into the ruck. Here she continued to win contests and iced her
game with a magnificent long set shot for a goal that split the middle over the goal
umpire’s head. Nice touch that the goal umpire was her Dad!
Lana simply turned it on for the second half. It was like she bought her own ball playing
across the middle and up forward. Yes, she kicked four brilliant goals, but she had
a hand in most of our other scores as well , bringing teammates into the game with
clever passes.
Well done girls and a huge shout out and thanks to all the Mums that help us get this
team up to play week in week out. Special thanks this week to Katrina Bertoldi who
along with husband Wayne films our games for the team. We are grateful to have a
very supportive parent group.
Goal Kickers: Alana 4 Abbey 2 , Mia , Lauren Grace and Flynn
Best: Alana , Flynn , Kristen , Tahlia , Charli , Courtney , Abbey, Jaz
Captain: Lana Boell
Coaches: Tim and Dave
Assistant - Tony and Wayne
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PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD PARISH

JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB
ROUND 4
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